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Innovative tack TECHNOLOGY traps 
dust quickly and easily

Before re-painting, the car body is cleaned of dirt. No amount 
of dirt can escape the innovative Chicopee® Tack wipes. 
Specially designed with a pressure-sensitive tackifier, a gluey 
substance on the wipe that traps dust effectively without leaving 
residue on surfaces or on your hands. 

Tack Wiping
Specially designed to offer solutions for every dust removal job

Silicone
Free

Dust Pick-Up

Negligible
Static

Odour
Free

Problems
• Different levels of dust removal can be required re-work of the paint process and 

residue can be left on the body if the wrong product is used

• Low cost tack rags and wipes can leave residue on the surface causing defects 
and negatively affecting the painting process

• Other tack rags and tack wipes are normally only suitable for one kind of paint, 
and therefore limit the use and performance

Solutions
• With our tack wipe’s unique open structure and tack level, we can help you 

optimise your process and reduce the risk of contamination from the cloth

• Chicopee® Tack wipes are silicone free and have an excellent dust pick-up to 
remove all dust, dirt and lint particles from the surface, leaving a perfect 
dust-free surface

• All our tack wipes are compatible with every paint type, both water-based and 
conventional high solid paints

Article number Product Quality Size Sheets Packs Product Type

 74305* Plus 43 x 31 cm 25 20 1/4 fold

 74303 Plus 43 x 31 cm 5 30 1/4 fold

*Also available in 61 x 37 cm



Polish & Solvent Wiping
Silicone free, soft and supple wipe for critical tasks

Chicopee® Solvent Wipe
The perfect solution for general solvent wiping, 
degreasing and cleaning of car bodies

Chicopee® Solvent wipes are highly resistant to solvents, and extremely hard-
wearing, making it the perfect solution for degreasing and cleaning of car bodies. 
The strong and durable solvent wipe is up to the task. 

The creped fabric ensures optimal degreasing and removal of water and dirt, drying 
surfaces almost instantly without leaving lint, saving time, money and effort.

• Our wipes are solvent resistant and have very low solvent extractables, even with 
the most aggressive solvent, making it the perfect solution for general solvent 
wiping, degreasing and cleaning of car bodies

• The excellent absorbency of the solvent wipe ensures an equal application of the 
solvent on the car body. The high performance  absorbancy gives a “dry at once” 
effect when solvent is removed with a dry solvent wipe afterwards

Chicopee® Polish Wipe
High quality wipe that is extremely soft, designed 
to meet your final finishing needs
Polishing a car to perfection is no easy task. It takes just the right amount of patience, 
precision and perseverance - and the most efficient wipe on the market. Our Polish 
wipe works well in cooperation with most solvents and chemicals. The wipe’s high 
absorbency makes it very efficient for removing excess polishing paste.

• The Chicopee® Polish wipe is extremely soft making it perfect for critical 
environments, ensuring that no sensitive surfaces are scratched

• It also has a high absorbency making it perfect for removing excess polishing 
paste and sealant ensuring a smooth and spotless finish

Article Number Sheet Size (L x W) Sheets Per Roll Rolls Per Dispenser Product Type

 84553 37 x 22 cm 250 1 Perforated Roll

Article Number Sheet Size (L x W) Sheets Per Dispenser Product Type

 74556 43 x 53 cm 125 1/4 fold

Absorbent Solvent
Resistant

Soft Low Lint



How else can we help? Get in touch
to talk about your business
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